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INTRODUCTION: Geophysical & Moral Degenerafion 
 
If one looks at what is happening across this world — I mean really looks, really researches and 
properly concludes with honesty — one would be forced to admit that condifions on earth do not 
really keep gefting befter and befter — which is what one might have expected if Darwin’s theory of 

evolufion were true (which, of course, it isn’t    ). In fact, ‘things’ keep deteriorafing; somefimes in a 
big way, at fimes not so big (or, rather, not so visibly), but always gradually and exponenfially 
increasing in intensity. ‘Things’ deteriorate not only on a geophysical level but on a moral one too. As 
I will show, there is a direct link between the moral and the geophysical degenerafion. If polificians 
really cared about the world they would take that link onboard and act on it. However, because of 
successful social engineering, brainwashing and mind-control through psychological operafions, those 
levels of deteriorafion are not perceived by most people in this world, who vainly cling to the 
superficial nofion that everything is improving and that ‘civilizafion’ is increasing because longevity is 
lengthening and they astonishingly put their trust in technological, medical, and transhumanist 
discoveries to take the world to its next level of development. 
 
I am regularly asked by percepfive people (who are not necessarily disciples of Christ) why everything 
seems to be “going South” (dicfionary definifion of the idiom, “going South”: ‘To fall in value, 
deteriorate, or fail’). This liftle arficle is my response to those quesfioners. For when we see why it is 
“going South”, it will bring about a Eureka moment at a profound spiritual level. 
 
As I perceive it (and as the Bible confirms it through many prophecies), the elements of the cosmos, 
the nuts and bolts of this creafion, along with the moral principles of sociefies everywhere are 
disintegrafing, failing, deteriorafing, worsening, decaying, collapsing, rofting, degenerafing, falling 
apart, declining and, in the case of societal morality, is massively increasing in depravity and 
debauchery — though most people astonishingly perceive that depravity and debauchery as a 
favourable liberalisafion, diversity and inclusiveness. You may say that is a very negafive and 
pessimisfic view of things. On the contrary, it is both realisfic, reasonable, jusfifiable and completely 
explainable. I am not interested in negafivity for its own sake. For many, something only appears to 
be negafive because they live in cloud-cuckoo-land on the diet of fantasies and lies which is 
propagated by the power elite and their patsy-governments, educafion systems, parents, their 
screwed-up friends, the mendacious media, TV programming, and the demons who influence that 
enfire clusterfuck of foolishness. However, I am only interested in truth, rather than what is 
popularly believed, even when that truth is highly uncomfortable and most especially if it is 
supported in the sacred texts. Here is one of those texts which speak of everything ‘going South’: 
 

“But understand this: In the last days terrible fimes will come. For men will be lovers 
of themselves, lovers of money, boasfful, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their 
parents, ungrateful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control, 
brutal, without love of good, traitorous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather 
than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power” (2 Tim.3:1-5). 

 
Later in that same chapter, we are told that “all who desire to live devoutly in Christ Jesus will be 
persecuted, while evil men and imposters go from bad to worse, deceiving and being deceived” (verses 
12-13); another aspect of things ‘going South’. To when do all the above “terrible fimes” and all their 
elements pertain? Paul was warning the young pastor, Timothy, so it must have had relevance to his 
ministry at the fime. But the text menfions all these elements as being in the fime period which he 
calls “the last days”. Contrary to what many may believe, “the last days” is not the same as what we 
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can call “the Endfimes”. In fact, “the last days” refers to whole of this age, beginning with the 
ascension of Christ. Let’s go more deeply into this… 
 
When Are the Terrible Times of “the Last Days”? 
 
There are certain condifions of deteriorafion in this world which are always in place but they clearly 
increase in intensity, exponenfially, as the end of the age approaches. The end of the age — the 
comparafively brief period of fime in the run-up to the return of Christ — will be what is called “the 
Endfimes”, which (contrary to the thinking of many) we have not entered yet. The Endfimes will begin 
when the truth about the Christ has been fully spread across the world. As Jesus put it very clearly: 
“This gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a tesfimony to all nafions, and then 
the end will come” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 14). (Bear in mind the “the end” is a Divinely-
inifiated process which will not be instantaneous). We see this paftern elsewhere in the sacred texts. 
For example, “When the two witnesses have finished their tesfimony, the beast that comes up from 
the Abyss will wage war with them, and will overpower and kill them” (Book of Revelafion, chapter 
11, verse 7). The “two witnesses” there is a perfect symbol depicfing the witness of the Ekklesia (the 
true Church) to the world about Christ throughout the present age. If you read the above verse from 
the sacred texts, you can see here that as soon as the witness of the Church to the world has finished, 
the satanically-energized Anfichrist will wage an all-out war against the disciples of the Christ — for 
they will be the only ones who will call out the Anfichrist for who he really is — while everyone else 
in the world will welcome him with open arms as the great saviour of humanity. 
 
Now, I fully realise that a common interpretafion of that verse about the “two witnesses” is that they 
are two actual people who will turn up on the world stage in “the Endfimes”, even Moses and Elijah; 
but this kind of Bible hermeneufic represents a very immature, crassly literalisfic and borderline 
culfish view of the Book of Revelafion which, unfortunately, is now very widespread. I feel very sorry 
for people who genuinely become disciples of Christ these days and then find themselves a church 
which majors on these twisted teachings from the Book of Revelafion and other prophefic sacred 
texts, usually also involving the so-called ‘rapture’, an alleged 1000-year reign of Christ on earth, the 
restorafion of Israel as a nafion (which they also imagine has begun with the modern nafion of Israel 
today) and even restored temple worship, etc., alongside the nofion of Moses and Elijah acfing as 

human flamethrowers     . The fime has come to resist and even overthrow the nufty teachings 
about “the last days” and “the Endfimes” which so many churches propagate, especially in the USA 
from where so much ecclesiasfical madness emerges due to the proliferafion of ministries involving 
evil men and women who are plainly impostors. (To understand this phenomenon and to penetrate 
these symbols in greater depth, please download free-of-charge my book on the Book of Revelafion 
and other free-to-download books which you will find by clicking here ). 
 
So this entry into “the Endfimes” — the brief period of fime-countdown right before the judgement 
on the world at the return of the Christ — comes once the Gospel has done its complete work. At that 
point, as we can see from the above quote about the end of the witness of the Ekklesia, all hell will 
break loose, the Divine restraints which have been in place throughout this age will be taken away (as 
prophesied in the Second Lefter to the Thessalonians, chapter 2, verses 6-8), and then the nafions of 
the world — by then a global government under the Anfichrist — will begin their campaign of 
oppression against all true disciples of Christ. This is corroborated in the Book of Revelafion, chapter 
13, and prophesied in the Book of Daniel, chapter 7, verse 21. This will be “the Endfimes”, when all-
out war against the saints will be waged and, as Christ put it: “there will be great tribulafion, 
unmatched from the beginning of the world unfil now, and never to be seen again” (Gospel of 
Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 21; Book of Daniel, chapter 12, verse 1). 
 

https://diakrisis-project.com/2022/06/10/the-essential-apocalypse-making-sense-of-the-book-of-revelation-is-ready-for-download/
https://diakrisis-project.com/books-2/
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So, if we are not in “the Endfimes” yet, as is obvious from what I have shared above, what period of 
fime are we in now? Well, this is what is called “the last days”, which is not at all the same as “the 
Endfimes”. The “last days” covers the enfire period from the ascension of Christ unfil His coming again. 
Thus, we have been in “the last days” for the past 2000 years and will confinue to be so unfil (and 
including) “the Endfimes”. The “last days” is also called “the last hour”. Towards the end of the very 
first century AD, John could write in his first lefter: “Children, it is the last hour, and just as you heard 
that the Anfichrist is coming, so now many anfichrists have appeared. We know from this that it is the 
last hour” (First Lefter of John, chapter 2, verse 18). Even though it might seem to be otherwise, “the 
last hour” is a symbolic expression which refers to the whole fime period from the ascension of Christ 
unfil the end of the age. That is why it was already “the last hour” when John wrote his first lefter. It 
is most important to grasp this, because within that phrase is the implicit recognifion that we are now 
in the build-up to the end of the age (for there will be no further ‘hour’ after that granted to this 
creafion) and have been in that ‘last hour’ for almost two-thousand years (though we are sfill not yet 
in “the Endfimes”). In heavenly terms, the two-thousand-year period of fime between Christ’s 
ascension and His second coming is but a symbolic ‘hour’. The very last hour, in fact. But that is very 
different to the Endfimes. So, “the last hour” is another way of describing the Age of the Ekklesia. 
 
So the fime period known as “the last hour” is also known as “the last days”. All of it. We know this 
because the Lefter to the Hebrews clearly states: “In these last days God has spoken to us by His 
Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, and through whom He made the aeons” (Lefter to the 
Hebrews, chapter 1, verse 2). James, who was likely the same James as the brother of Jesus, also uses 
the same term in his lefter when he accuses the brethren of being materialisfic and of having “hoarded 
up treasure in the last days” (Lefter of James, chapter 5, verse 3). So, they were already “the last days” 
when those lefters were wriften in AD 63-64 and AD 65-85 respecfively, and these must also therefore 
plainly be “the last days” in which we are now living. The apostle Peter also used the term “the last 
days” when he quoted the prophet Joel regarding Christ’s post-ascension outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
(Acts of the Apostles, chapter 2, verse 17). So it was “the last days” then too. 
 
This same period of fime known as “the last hour” or “the last days” was also known as “the last fime” 
(Lefter of Jude, verse 18), and “these last fimes” (First Lefter of Peter, chapter 1, verse 20). We live in 
the same ‘last hour’ in which John said he was living all those years ago. The ‘last hour’ or ‘last days’ 
or ‘these last fimes’ are what we are living in right now and have been doing so for almost the past 
two thousand years! Therefore, all these expressions involving ‘lastness’ are not reserved for the 
‘Endfimes’, which is what many seem to assume. The expressions “the last days”/ “last hour” / “last 
fime” / “these last fimes” cover the enfire span of fime since the ascension of the Christ and will 
confinue unfil He cataclysmically comes again. These “last days” (of which, since Christ’s ascension, 
there have so far been around three-quarters of a million days!) will come to a climax in the revealing 
of the satanically-energised Anfichrist heading up a global government (which I have gone into in 
much detail in my book on the Book of Revelafion). That revealing of the Anfichrist, which will have 
been inaugurated through the taking away of the divinely-appointed restraint, will mark the start 
of the Endfimes and herald the ‘great tribulafion’ which will also be visited upon the Ekklesia. If you 
have fantasies about being ‘raptured’ off the earth before all that happens (as so many deludedly do 
today), you are in for a terrible shock. 
 
A Stay of Execufion, a Mopping-Up Operafion and much Mayhem 
 
So far, in order to proceed with this arficle, it has been necessary to define what Paul meant by the 
phrase, “the last days”, in which he prophesies that “terrible fimes will come”, as we saw further above 
near the beginning of this arficle. Now that we have seen that “the last days” refers to the whole 
period between Christ’s ascension after His death and the end of this age — the enfire age, in fact — 
we can also understand that this age is an age of “terrible fimes”, to a greater or lesser degree, 

https://diakrisis-project.com/2022/06/10/the-essential-apocalypse-making-sense-of-the-book-of-revelation-is-ready-for-download/
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involving all the elements which Paul menfioned, from start to finish. This is also why Paul referred to 
this age as “the present evil age” (Lefter to the Galafians, chapter 1, verse 4). Thus, the last two 
thousand years or so, and however much longer this age has yet to run, involve what can best be 
described as a lengthy ‘mopping-up operafion’ on the spiritual baftlefield of this world (in the wake 
of the victory of Christ through His death and resurrecfion) in which the faithful ones are called by 
the Gospel into the kingdom of Christ (and there is not a thing that Satan can do about it), while 
the world gradually descends into darkness and mayhem as Satan builds his pretended kingdom on 
earth. In fact, that concept of being “called” is what lies behind the full meaning of the Koine Greek 
word Ekklesia, which is commonly translated as ‘church’. Ekklesia is a compound of two Greek words 
which literally mean ‘the called-out ones’. Called by Christ out of the empire of Satan, spiritual 
‘Babylon’, into the kingdom of God. Souls are being plundered, so to speak, from out of Satan’s grasp 
as the effects of Christ’s ascension victory reverberate across the globe and down the centuries. 
Technically speaking, the whole fallen mess of this creafion could have been wrapped up after His 
ascension. But there has been a ‘stay of execufion’ of the final judgement on this world, what is 
referred to in the Book of Revelafion as a “delay” which holds back the judgement unfil the 
appropriate fime which has been decreed for it (Book of Revelafion, chapter 10, verse 6). So ‘the last 
days’ is that ‘stay of execufion’, a ‘delay’ in the mefing out of jusfice, the countdown to the end of 
this evil age, which will then become the ‘Endfimes’, a comparafively brief period of mayhem on 
earth just prior to the return of Christ in the final judgement on that earth and its inhabitants. Thus, 
just to be clear, we are not yet living in “the Endfimes”, but we are certainly in “the last days” and the 
conclusion to those “last days” draws nearer every day. 
 
The Agelong Exclusive Judgement on the Church 
 
Now here is something which absolutely has to be menfioned if we are revealing condifions during 
“the last days”. While the final judgement on the corrupt world and its untransformed parficipants 
has been deferred to the end of this age, an integral part of the ongoing outworking of this age has 
been a confinual Divine judgement on the Ekklesia. This is something which is very much overlooked 
in many of today’s churches. What many (maybe even most) people who profess to be Chrisfians do 
not realize is that “judgement begins at God’s household” (First Lefter of Peter, chapter 4, Verse 17) in 
this world of apostate madness. But that judgment is not a judgement of condemnafion such as will 
happen to the rest of the world at the end of this age at Christ’s return. When disciples of Christ are 
judged by God, “we are being disciplined so that we will not be condemned with the world” (First 
Lefter to the Corinthians, chapter 11, verse 32). The judgement on the Church involves undergoing 
“grief in various trials so that the proven character of your faith—more precious than gold, which 
perishes even though refined by fire—may result in praise, glory, and honor at the revelafion of Jesus 
Christ” (First Lefter of Peter, chapter 1, verses 6-7). Genuine disciples of Christ are not here to have 
“total health and prosperity in the abundant life” or to be “raptured” away from afflicfion (two 
nonsenses which are falsely claimed as true in so many churches today), but we are intended to suffer 
such afflicfion on one level or another. Our faith is confinually being tested and it is designed to be, 
as that is vital for our growth and maturafion and is part of the process of sancfificafion through 
the work of the Holy Spirit. 
 
So judgement has not yet fallen on those outside “the household of God”. That will come at the end 
of this age. They can sfill go about their business, obliviously “filling up their cup of evil” (Book of 
Genesis, chapter 15, verse 16), “heaping up their sins to the limit” (First Lefter to the Thessalonians, 
chapter 2, verse 16), “filling up the measure of their guilt” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 23, verse 32) 
and not yet be judged for it — although the level of evil is under some restraint unfil the fime that 
restraint will be taken out of the way by God, thus allowing it to come to its full climax and to be ripe 
for full judgement at the end of the age. But judgement on the Church has existed throughout this 
age, for from the beginning of the age it has been the subject of God’s chastening hand. This is for 
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the purposes of individual refining and to prove who are genuine disciples and who are not, or even 
to damn a whole assembly if they are propagafing untruth, as is already the case with many 
churches and has been throughout this age. {Imagine what the obscenity of the Vafican has been 
heaping up for itself at the end of this age, with its many cruel inquisifions, insane crusades, its links 
to the freemasonic lodge Propaganda Due (P2, see here), its accrual of wealth and state power and 
its usurped ecclesiasfical authority}. 
 
The judgement on the household of God comes in many different ways. It may be through temptafion 
to some kind of moral failure (personal sin). It may be through some kind of permifted demonic 
oppression. It may be through an afflicfion of some kind. It may be through a chronic or acute period 
of ill-health. It may be through persecufion. It may be through the aftracfion to some false teaching 
which has been placed by design on your pathway to test your fidelity to truth. It may involve a 
megachurch being given over completely to the extremes of its madness after propagafing falsehood 
and irreverence for years. It may be through some spiritual doubts and inner turmoil. Whatever it is, 
all the facets of this judgement on the household of God are designed on the one hand to expose 
those false disciples who have no place in the Church and are impostors and, on the other hand, to 
refine the hearts of those who are genuine disciples of Christ. This judgement which “begins at God’s 
household” is an agelong process. Those who are exposed as false disciples will eventually be 
“condemned with the world”. Those who are proven to be genuine disciples, and who thus “persevere 
to the end” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 13), will escape the condemnafion which will fall 
like a hammerblow on the world, and those genuine, persevering disciples will thus go on to form the 
populafion of the new creafion in the age to come. 
 
The “Last Days” is a Gracious Yet Fixed Extension of Time  
 
I am painfing a picture here of life in “the last days” so that we can understand their context. It is not 
“life as normal” in which everything is improving. It is a period in which the same evil which led to the 
killing of Christ and the denial of Him as God manifested in the flesh is being permifted to come to its 
climax and show its true colours so that no one can ever claim that God is unfair. It is a fime in which 
everything, under Divine permission, is degenerafing in a downward spiral of human and demonic 
evil. We need to realise that these “last days” represent a relafively brief appendage of fime tacked 
onto the event of Christ’s ascension so that Satan’s interference in God’s human and cosmic 
creafion, in which he promises a glorious kingdom on earth, can be revealed for the hollow sham 
that it is. When we do realise that, then we will have a mind-boggling overview of God’s plan of the 
ages and we will cease to ask, “Why is everything going South?”, as we will realise that is all happening 
by design so that this present fallen creafion can show its true colours and then be transformed into 
“a new heaven and new earth where righteousness dwells”, to which we can “look forward” (Second 
Lefter of Peter, chapter 3, verse 13). 
 
So, now that we have discovered that “the last days” is a Divinely-set “extension” of fime (with a fixed 
end) graciously allowed by God in the wake of the ascension of Christ for the purposes of plundering 
souls from Satan’s grasp, while permifting human and demonic evil to come to their climax — both of 
which funcfion as a Divine ‘mopping-up operafion’ in the wake of the cross — we can see why 
everything must inevitably “go South”, deteriorate, decay, degenerate, with increasing intensity as the 
age goes by. As I have said above, one of the leading features of the ‘last days’ is an increasing intensity 
of all the condifions of deteriorafion in the cosmos. This is precisely what Jesus was referring to when 
He said: 
 

“Many will come in My name, claiming, ‘I am the Christ,’ and will deceive many. You 
will hear of wars and rumours of wars, but see to it that you are not alarmed. These 
things must happen, but the end is sfill to come. Nafion will rise against nafion, and 

https://occult-world.com/p2-propaganda-due/
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kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in various places. 
All these are the beginning of birth pains… many false prophets will arise and mislead 
many. Because of the mulfiplicafion of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold” 
(Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verses 5-8, 11-12). 

 
Addifionally to that, Luke records Jesus as saying that there will also be “pandemics in various places, 
along with fearful sights and great signs from heaven” (Gospel of Luke, chapter 21, verse 11). He says 
above that all those things are “birth-pains”. Birth pains of what? Well, He was responding there to a 
three-pronged quesfion from the disciples after He had said that the temple would be destroyed: 
“When will these things happen, and what will be the sign of Your coming and of the end of the age?” 
(verse 3). The destrucfion of the temple and the coming of Christ/end of the age are the two mighty 
events framing this age — the period of fime between the ascension of Christ and His return. It is a 
set period during which the cosmos is anthropomorphically said to be “groaning” as it awaits the fime 
when this age of fallenness will be finished and the new age will be realised (Lefter to the Romans, 
chapter 8, verse 22). So the “birth-pains” are those of the age to come. This present age is like the 
messed-up womb out of which will come the new born baby of the new age. There is like this 
struggle for the new to be birthed out of the old. That struggle generates a tension in the very fabric 
of the universe, leading to the kind of issues described by Christ above. 
 
So, as we see from the texts above, there are wars, war-rumours, conflicts of many kinds, geophysical 
disasters, pandemics, a proliferafion of false messiahs and false prophets, massive outbursts of 
wickedness along with a kind of global psychopathy, plus “fearful sights” and “great signs from 
heaven”. The presence of those things in themselves does not portend that the “the end is nigh”. In 
fact, Jesus corroborates that when He says: “These things must happen, but the end is sfill to come” 
(Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 6). But as the end does draw nearer, all these things will 
increase in intensity. 
 
The Approaching End of this Age is a Mirror of the Days of Noah 
 
You may want to say, “But all those things have been going on from fime immemorial”. Indeed, many 
of them have. But just like birth-pains in a human or animal birth, they will very obviously increase 
in intensity and regularity as the end of the age and the birth of the new age approaches. For these 
elements are all evidences of a fallen world. This concept of increasing intensity is also related to 
Jesus’ saying in the same chapter that “As it was in the days of Noah, so will it be at the coming of the 
Son of Man” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 37; the phrase “Son of Man” is how Christ refers 
to Himself with an emphasis on His human nature). This massively significant statement is conveying 
even more informafion about what it will be like as the end of the age approaches just prior to Christ’s 
return. If we survey what was happening in the days of Noah, then we can reasonably assume that 
the same condifions will prevail as the build-up to the end of this age approaches. This is how we 
can know that things are “going South”. So, how were things in the days of Noah? Well, they are right 
there to see in the Book of Genesis, chapter 6. So let’s itemize them… 
 
1) In the days of Noah, there was widespread human wickedness, corrupfion and violence. “The 
wickedness of humanity was great upon the earth, and every inclinafion of the thoughts of his heart 
was altogether evil all the fime… The earth was corrupt in the sight of God, and full of violence” (verses 
5 & 11). It had not taken aeons of fime between the Fall in Eden and the Flood. The fratricidal Cain 
had, true to form, gone off and set up a city; and as fime went by the world descended into moral 
chaos and violence. This was how it was “in the days of Noah” and, according to Christ, how it will 
also be in the run-up to His return, as He said (see above) “Because of the mulfiplicafion of wickedness, 
the love of most will grow cold”. This is what we are building towards right now — not to the global 
achievement of world peace and prosperity, with a long life of happiness and fulfilment — but to a 
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climax of evil beyond imagining. Think about it… “As it was in the days of Noah, so will it be at the 
coming of the Son of Man”. Deteriorafion is built-in to the creafion. It is the swan-song of the cosmos. 
 
That is a first aspect of how things were in the days of Noah. A second aspect is this… 
 
2) In the days of Noah, people (predominantly women, passively allowed by men) consorted with 
demons. “Now when men began to mulfiply on the face of the earth and daughters were born to 
them, the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beaufiful, and they took as wives 
whomever they chose” (verses 1-2). If you compare the phrase there, “the sons of God”, with its 
instances in the Book of Job (chapter 1, verse 6; chapter 2, verse 1; chapter 38, verse 7), where it 
refers to angels, it is clear from this that the same phrase in the Book of Genesis, chapter 6, refers to 
some fallen angels (known also as demons) presumably taking on human form and ravaging human 
women, for which they received a severe judgement (see Second Lefter of Peter, chapter 2, verse 4; 
Lefter of Jude, verse 6). Now you may say here that only the women were responsible for consorfing 
with the demons. But I put it to you that it would seem that the men did nothing to protect their 
women from this onslaught, just as Adam did not protect Eve but only blamed God for giving her to 
him (Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verse 12). A major role of a man involves protecfing women, 
especially protecfing them from their own folly (which often means them being ruled by their 
subjecfive emofions) and also protecfing them from being assaulted and ravaged by others. 
 
So, “in the days of Noah”, there was a huge proliferafion of infimacy with demons. While I only know 
of a small number of women (there could be many more) who have actually pledged themselves 
sexually to relafions with spirits (for an example click here ), there is even now a massive non-sexual 
counterpart to that through what is known as “channelling”, in which people develop relafionships 
with discarnate enfifies which fickle their itching ears with what they want to hear. These enfifies (in 
typical satanic fashion) present themselves as “angels of light” (cf. Second Lefter to the Corinthians, 
chapter 11, verse 14) or ‘beings from another galaxy’ (telling them for example how the Great 
Awakening or Big Shift in consciousness is coming), in order to fool their naïve and foolish hosts who 
are ignorant of the fact that the forces of darkness were “hurled to the earth” in the wake of Christ’s 
ascension (Book of Revelafion, chapter 12, verses 9 & 12), where they confinue their tricks to this day. 
So called “channelling” is part of that demonic bag of tricks. The sacred texts make it clear that “in the 
lafter fimes” (another phrase which is equivalent to “the last days”), thus throughout the enfire age, 
people will deliberately reject the truth about Christ so as “to follow deceifful spirits and the teachings 
of demons” (First Lefter to Timothy, chapter 4, verse 1). So this is a tendency which spans the enfire 
age (“the lafter fimes”) but which will also gather in intensity as the end of the age approaches, so 
that by the fime of Christ’s return consorfing with demons on many levels will be as prolific “as it was 
in the days of Noah”. 
 
I have to add here that of all the many people who I have known who have consorted with demons 
through ‘channelling’, the vast majority have been women. There is an emofional and spiritual 
gullibility in women which predisposes them to consort with discarnate enfifies and to become 
outright witches. Incidentally, I am not referring here to women who heal with herbs or who pracfise 
naturopathy who have been falsely treated as witches and persecuted by nufty church people in the 
past. I mean those who are into sorcery bigfime and the occult. I have known many personally in the 
past and I see it every day all over social media. It is no coincidence that Satan approached Eve first in 
the account of the Fall in the Book of Genesis, chapter 3, verses 1-6. He knew where the vulnerability 
was at its highest — though it has to be said that Adam totally abandoned his responsibility as Eve’s 
protector and submifted himself to the satanic decepfions she had taken on board. There are plenty 
of guys today doing the same by enabling these witches to proliferate. If you are engaging in the 
popular New Age pracfice of “channelling”, I urge you to stop it right now, before it is too late and 
have crossed the line of no return, and that you therefore repent of it deeply, pledging yourself to 

https://www.foxnews.com/lifestyle/british-woman-claims-she-had-sex-with-20-ghosts-is-now-engaged-to-a-spirit
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Christ and asking Him to cleanse you of all the filth you have accrued from consorfing with those 
decepfive spirits, who are not benign beings at all but demons posing as such. “As it was in the days 
of Noah, so will it be at the coming of the Son of Man”. 
 
That is a second aspect of how things were in the days of Noah. A third aspect is this… 
 
3) In the days of Noah, there was Satanic interference with human DNA to produce mutafions. “The 
Nephilim were on the earth in those days—and afterward as well—when the sons of God had relafions 
with the daughters of men. And they bore them children who became the mighty men of old, men of 
renown” (verse 4). The result of the sexual liaisons between human women and fallen angels 
(demons) was a mutant offspring of power-hungry God-rejecfing ‘superbeings’ known as the 
Nephilim. This was one of the many (plainly unsuccessful!) ways that Satan tried to pollute the 
bloodline of Seth in order to prevent the promised ‘Seed’, the Christ, from being born. Satanic 
interference with human DNA, producing mutafions. Now, if that was how “it was in the days of 
Noah”, and similar condifions will prevail in the run-up to the return of Christ (the “Son of Man”), 
imagine the possibilifies with today’s technology and all the facilifies proffered by transhumanism and 
the development of ‘posthumans’? I have read many accounts of what is being planned for the future 
through, for example, gene edifing. As World Economic Forum Director, Klaus Schwab, put it: “The 
difference of the fourth industrial revolufion is, it doesn’t change what you are doing, it changes you. 
If you take genefic edifing just as an example, it’s you who are changed, and of course this has a big 
impact on your idenfity” (see hftps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=La9dUkeTyhQ ). Satanic 
interference with human DNA to produce mutafions. They are speaking about transforming humans 
so that one ends up with what transhumanists call “Human 2.0”, giving Human 1.0 superpowers 
through merging the human physical with advanced technology so that they become a kind of “new 
creafion” without the spiritual transformafion necessary to do so for real. Playing at God. (Why Klaus 
Schwab, for all his educafion and life-experience has not learned to speak English without sounding 
like a Bond-villain is one of life’s mysteries. Maybe it is deliberate to make him sound infimidafing! 
Frankly, to me, he just comes across as another godless reprobate on the world stage). These are 
people who have no concept of humans as God’s creafion and the creafion of human life as the gift 
of a soul. Thus, the human can be endlessly manipulated through technology without a trace of 
conscience. What will all this be like in the run-up to Christ’s return? “As it was in the days of Noah 
(e.g. satanic interference with human DNA to produce mutafions), so will it be at the coming of the 
Son of Man”. This is a developing story which will undergo massive changes in the coming months 
and years [To know more about Transhumanism and Human 2.0, see my arficle “Transhumanism, 
Posthumans & the Need for Authenfic Leadership”].  
 
That is a third aspect of how things were in the days of Noah. A fourth aspect is this… 
 
4) In the days of Noah, people just carried on living their lives as normal, despite the clear warnings. 
As Christ put it: “In the days before the flood, people were eafing and drinking, marrying and giving 
in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark. And they were oblivious, unfil the flood came and 
swept them all away. So will it be at the coming of the Son of Man” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, 
verses 38-39). We can safely assume that Noah warned the surrounding peoples about why he was 
building the ark. After all, he is called “a proclaimer of righteousness” (Second Lefter of Peter, chapter 
2, verse 5). That is what he did. He heralded righteousness in a world which was said to be “corrupt 
in the sight of God, and full of violence”. One cannot imagine that he would keep silent about his 
labours on the ark and why it was being built. However, it was plainly to no avail. People were just 
full of themselves and their pefty lives and disregarded the warnings from Noah (though we do not 
know what mighty transformafive thoughts came into some of their minds and hearts making them 
cry out as the waters began to engulf them). He must have been ridiculed to scorn. So it is today if 
one tries to speak about the judgement to come. They just tell you to stop being so judgemental and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=La9dUkeTyhQ
https://diakrisis-project.com/2021/10/17/transhumanism-posthumans-the-need-for-authentic-leadership/
https://diakrisis-project.com/2021/10/17/transhumanism-posthumans-the-need-for-authentic-leadership/
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being deceived by fantasies. They have no clue about their own amorality and the depravity of this 
world, and have no concern or awareness about how out of sync they are with the Divine and Divine 
law. So they scoff. 
 
In fact, Peter clearly states that “in the last days” (i.e. during the time between Christ’s ascension and 
His second coming, including now!) “scoffers will come, scoffing and following their own evil desires. 
‘Where is the promise of [Christ’s] coming?’ they will ask. ‘Ever since our fathers fell asleep, everything 
continues as it has from the beginning of creation’” (First Letter of Peter, chapter 3, verses 3-4). This 
is the faithless world’s predictable little mantra spoken to disciples of Christ: “Hahaha, LOL, you lot 
claim that your Christ is coming. But life just goes on nicely in this world, regardless. Your Christ never 
comes, and the world just keeps improving without Him”. This is their fantasy. “As it was in the days 
of Noah, so will it be at the coming of the Son of Man”. It was like this in Noah’s day; it has been like 
this throughout the age of these “last days”, and it will confinue to be like this in the run-up to the 
return of Christ, 
 
That is a fourth aspect of how things were in the days of Noah. A fifth aspect is this… 
 
5) In the days of Noah, a geophysical disaster occurred. I refer to the flood itself. As it was in the days 
of Noah. So, how was it in the days of Noah? A massive flood happened! As Jesus said (as I quoted 
above), natural disasters will increase throughout the age. All that is currently being hyped up about 
climate change is part of that process of cosmic deteriorafion. It has nothing whatsoever to do with 
CO2 or so-called “manmade emissions”. All those geezers flying around the world in their private 
jets, buzzing around with importance in their big black SUVs, dining and hotelling in 5-star, while 
telling you that you have to ride a bike and eat insects to save the planet are the biggest hypocrites 
imaginable! What a farce! And all the ‘woke’ folks buy that worthless propaganda, hectoring you 
about how evil you are if you resist. 
 
It is these gullible ‘environmental acfivists’, along with the power-elite which has fooled them, who 
are really the ones destroying this earth. Most people fail to understand the effect that a mass of 
untransformed egos and naked human evil have in this cosmos. There is a huge link between the 
fallenness of humans and the fallenness of the cosmos. The cosmos awaits full transformafion and 
has an almost anthropomorphic awareness that its own transformafion awaits the full transformafion 
of human disciples of Christ at the end of the age. As Paul put it: 
 

“The creafion waits in eager expectafion for the revelafion of the sons of God. For 
the creafion was subjected to fufility, not by its own will, but because of the One who 
subjected it, in hope that the creafion itself will be set free from its bondage to decay 
and brought into the glorious freedom of the children of God. We know that the 
whole creafion has been groaning together in the pains of childbirth unfil the present 
fime. Not only that, but we ourselves, who have the firsffruits of the Spirit, groan 
inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adopfion as sons, the redempfion of our bodies” 
(Lefter to the Romans, chapter 8, verses 19-23). 

 
So, just as there is this link between human transformafion and the transformafion of the cosmos, so 
there is also a link between the fallenness of humans and the bondage and decay which affects the 
cosmos. From the fime of the Fall of the first humans, all things began to go into a state of decay — 
the dystopia which we now consider to be the normal processes of life. But decay is not a normal 
process; it is thoroughly abnormal; it is death, which is the price paid for rebellion against the Source 
of all creafion (Lefter to the Romans, chapter 6, verse 23). What scienfists call the ‘Second Law of 
Thermodynamics’ — that all systems, if left to themselves, tend to become degraded or disordered 
— originated in the outcome of the Fall on all organic mafter. Today, we can see the results of this 
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combinafion of the original, human, ancestral sin and this life-distorfing ‘curse’ on creafion working 
through such developments as poverty, famine, warfare, terrorism, cataclysms, geophysical disasters, 
marital discord, adolescent rebellion, cruelty, anger, violence, narcissism, emofional disorders, 
disease, bereavement and every human heartache imaginable. The fact that a lengthy fimespan has 
passed between the Fall and our present century is irrelevant. We are sfill busily, though largely 
ignorantly, working out the effects of that Fall even now, here in the twenty-first century. 
 
This is a disordered ordered cosmos. I menfioned the Second Law of Thermodynamics above. This 
dictates “a fundamental and simple truth about the universe: that disorder, characterised as a 
quanfity known as entropy, always increases” ( hftps://www.newscienfist.com/definifion/second-
law-thermodynamics/ ). Disorder always increases in this cosmos. That is another way of saying that 
everything is “going South”. This is also, in great measure, what lies behind climate change. Not only 
that, but the corrupfion of humans destroys the earth infinitely more than the false narrafive which 
has been introduced by globalists concerning CO2. At one stage in the Book of Revelafion, when the 
final judgement is being announced, these are the words: “The fime has come to judge the dead and 
to reward Your servants the prophets, as well as the saints and those who fear Your name, both small 
and great—and to destroy those who destroy the earth” (Book of Revelafion, chapter 11, verse 18). 
Those who “destroy the earth” plainly refers to all those who are not prophets, or saints, or those 
who fear God’s name. All of them. Over the millennia, they have destroyed truth, waged war and 
destroyed whole peoples, destroyed purity with uncleanness, depravity and moral abominafions. This 
is how the earth is destroyed. The Greek word translated as “destroy” there, διαφθείρω, diaphtheiró, 
also carries the sense of corrupted or wasted. So their judgement is the equivalent of being ‘wasted’. 
(That word is even used by spook-agencies and special forces to refer to someone being summarily 
executed! “Let’s waste him!”). So the sacred text is saying here that all those who have corrupted the 
truth, morals and godliness on this earth — or who have wasted the gift of their lives — or who have 
literally destroyed the earth with the selfishness of their ravages, will in the end be wasted and 
destroyed by the God they always denied. To be an untransformed human and a denier of the Christ 
is to be an earth-destroyer and world-corrupter. To be an earth-destroyer and world-corrupter will 
bring the same fate back on themselves. Namely, destrucfion (Second Lefter to the Thessalonians, 
chapter 1, verse 9; First Lefter to the Thessalonians, chapter 5, verse 3). 
 
Geophysical disasters will mulfiply hugely in the run-up to the return of Christ, who Himself speaks 
about “famines and earthquakes”, pandemics, “fearful sights” and “great signs from heaven” as 
characterising this age, and these will mulfiply in number and intensity as the end approaches. At the 
very end itself, at Christ’s return, when “the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven”, the level 
of geophysical disasters will be ‘off the map’. As Jesus Himself put it: “The sun will be darkened, and 
the moon will not give its light; the stars will fall from the sky, and the powers of the heavens will be 
shaken” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 24, verse 29-30). That will be the climax; and this is where it is 
all heading now. All the earthquakes, volcanic erupfions, famines, meteorological discrepancies, all 
the stuff which people claim is caused by manmade climate change, is merely the intensifying of the 
birth-pains of the age to come. [To read more about all this, please see my arficle, “The Globalist 
Endgame & ‘Atrocity Propaganda’: What Do a Girl Named Greta, Faux-Environmentalism, & the New 
Age Movement Have in Common?”, available for download by clicking here]. 
 
Thus, “as it was in the days of Noah”, with its violence, moral depravity, consorting with demons, 
satanic mutations, lack of concern and blasé attitude to these things, plus the resultant 
judgemental flood, provide a model for the way things develop as the return of Christ approaches, 
and the visitation of the global final judgement on this earth as a result of the behaviour of all those 
who have corrupted and destroyed it. “As it was in the days of Noah, so will it be at the coming of 
the Son of Man”, and so it is increasingly throughout this age, unstoppably building in intensity as the 
end of the age approaches.  

https://www.newscientist.com/definition/second-law-thermodynamics/
https://www.newscientist.com/definition/second-law-thermodynamics/
https://diakrisis-project.com/2019/10/30/the-globalist-endgame-atrocity-propaganda-what-do-a-girl-named-greta-faux-environmentalism-the-new-age-movement-have-in-common/
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CONCLUSION: One Overarching Lesson & 5 Big Quesfions 
 
As we can see, the deteriorafion of this world is happening by design. It has to; for this present 
creafion is not the end product of God’s creafive process. [See my arficle, “Thoughts on the Whole 
Arc of God’s Creafion” by clicking here]. He could have created a totally perfect cosmos with totally 
perfect people. But God instead opted to create one in which it was possible for humans to ‘fall’ 
through moral failure — a world which would have to go through the long dark tunnel of sin and 
death, all riding on the back of freewill. So, this present creafion has merely been a tesfing ground 
to clear all impurity and to discover who will populate the creafion to come. It is like one vast 
gymnasium in which we are to learn our lessons, submit to our Creator and, in parficular, learn the 
one primary overarching lesson… that apart from Christ we can do nothing of any real significance 
(Gospel of John, chapter 15, verse 5). 
 
I want to conclude these thoughts about “everything going South”, and why that should be, by 
responding to some related big quesfions which I have received in one form or another. I have 
combined them into the quesfions which you see below. They are quesfions which many readers may 
have also. So here goes… 
 
Quesfion #1: “What about my kids? From what you’re saying, it doesn’t look like they will have 
much of a future”. 
 
In the long run, there isn’t much of a future for this earth. We live in a doomed cosmos. But our fime 
here is very short, comparafive to the ages. What is most important of all in this life is to find our 
way back to God, and to live in sync with our Creator and His laws. We are not here primarily to ‘find 
a good job’ and be ‘successful’ in the way that the satanic world-system has brainwashed the world 
into thinking of it. We are here primarily to find our way back to God. When you say that it doesn’t 
look like your kids will have much of a future, you presumably mean that if the world ends next week, 
month or year, then your children’s’ lives will have been cut short and wasted. That will only be true 
if you have not helped them to find God, which should be your primary focus. Obviously, “you can 
take a horse to water but you cannot make it drink”.  All you can do is your best. But what is the point 
of having “a future” here on earth if it does not involve a relafionship with God? And if it does involve 
a relafionship with Him, then it doesn’t mafter if the world ends next week, month or year, because 
then one’s life will confinue in the new creafion. That is a person’s real future. A “future” on this earth 
is of no significance if it is a future lived without God, no mafter how successful that future may be 
in terms of finances or the accrual of material wealth or having “ a lovely liftle family”, roses round 
the door, and other any examples of schmaltzy thinking. 
 
Therefore, one only needs to realise that one’s children will not have much of a future if their future 
in eternal life is not spent in the Divine presence. That would be the real lack of a future. Your children 
will only find true, everlasfing fulfilment in the creafion to come, provided they now in this life submit 
to their Creator. Any so-called ‘success’ on earth will only last as long as their lives do here, which is 
not long. So if we subsfitute the very superficial view, in which you visualise your kids having a nice 
job, house and kids, for a real, long-distance view of a child’s or human’s future in the new creafion 
to come, then that long-distance one is the real future to be concerned about for them. So we must 
live our lives to the full and parent our children to the uftermost, yet without majoring on an endless 
projecfion of doom onto them. But knowing what we know about these “last days” should spur us on 
to impart to them the truth about the Christ, so that — rather than sinking into the doldrums — we 
and they rejoice to be part of the household of God and of the creafion to come. I hope all that 
explains things. 
 

https://diakrisis-project.com/2022/07/26/thoughts-on-the-whole-arc-of-gods-creation/
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Quesfion #2: “If this world is doomed, as you claim, then what’s the point of trying to change 
anything? I might as well just live a hedonisfic life and to hell with society”. 
 
In the long run, it is true that there isn’t much of a future for this earth. We really do live in a doomed 
cosmos. Yet, we must sfill make the most of what we have, in terms of both God-given fime and God-
given abilifies, for we have not got a clue how much longer remains for this world. As Jesus depicted 
in a parable (plainly referring to Himself and His relafionship with all His disciples), we are sent here 
to “do business” for Him unfil He returns (Gospel of Luke, chapter 19, verse 13). It is not for us to say, 
“Oh well, since everything is doomed, nothing mafters”. That would be a morally reprehensible and 
very nihilisfic way of thinking. In any case, not everything is doomed. This present three-dimensional 
creafion is doomed. But the creafion to come will not be. Besides, we have no idea how long there is 
left for this world. We must absolutely make the most of our fime here and those things with which 
we have been gifted by God. As for “trying to change anything”, there is a limited amount that we 
can do anyway. But we must sfill act in good faith rather than giving up on absolutely everything. That 
does not mean supporfing the agenda of the power-elite or playing at party-polifics. We have to make 
a difference in those areas where we can do so. 
 
In any case, living a hedonisfic life and wishing society to go to hell is not a reasonable response to 
the evils of this world. On the contrary, the already hedonisfic and depraved direcfions in which 
society is heading should spur us on to be outspoken regarding those things. We are not on this planet 
primarily to make changes to it, though human beings are certainly charged to be custodians of this 
world and to look after it (Book of Genesis, chapter 1, verse 28). Our primary object of change in this 
beleaguered world should be the souls of people; and we are to confinue with that work unfil, for 
some valid reason, we can no longer do so. To just give up doing good because this cosmos in its 
present form is ulfimately doomed is irrafional, selfish and churlish, to say the least. No disciple of 
Christ could possibly adopt such an aftitude. There is a spiritual baftle which, ulfimately, will result in 
a transformed cosmos. Meanwhile, we have to “fight the good fight of the faith”, teach truth to the 
world, expose the works of darkness and be like a delighfful aroma, spreading the truth about Christ 
as God manifested in the flesh. 
 
Quesfion #3: “To speak about everything ‘going South’ is the most crippling negafivity imaginable. 
You should be ashamed of yourself. Even if things were ‘going South’ (which they aren’t), one should 
never speak of it as this will compound it even more. We create our own reality. The more people 
claim that everything is gefting worse, the more everything will get worse. This is the Law of 
Aftracfion. If only we could all visualise the world gefting befter, then we would create the vibrafion 
necessary for it to do so. It is exactly the same with our own personal situafion. We can literally 
visualise and vibrate abundance into our lives, in just the same way as if enough people do so, we 
can visualise and vibrate a higher level of consciousness across this planet and take it to its next 
level. The next item on the agenda is a Big Shift in human consciousness rather than ‘going South’!” 
 
By saying all that gobbledegook you are simply showing your spiritual ignorance, even though you 
think it makes you sound so cool. I am very familiar with this New Age pracfice (and even a lot of so-
called ‘Chrisfians’ do this too) of using allegedly spiritual ‘tricks’ to get material ‘abundance’ or to alter 
circumstances — that all you have to do is visualise something and you will aftract (or, as they say, 
‘manifest’) it into your life. It is a complete travesty and a total counterfeit of the true spiritual pathway 
which leads to life. Even many celebrity church pastors perpetuate this delusion. Because it is such a 
widespread pracfice, I am going to tear apart the personalised aspect of it here, as I believe that will 
show the hollowness of this idea that we only have to visualise a befter world in order to create it or 
to stop it from “going South”. 
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This “manifesfing” with the so-called “Law of Aftracfion” is not only used as a form of ‘spiritual 
bypassing’ — thus avoiding having to face up to the unpalatable fact that we live in a fallen world 
which is increasingly “going South” — but it is also another example of the satanic pracfice of making 
a liftle ‘god’ out of oneself to imagine that we ‘create our own reality’. (The following liftle secfion is 
based on some words that I wrote about all this in my 672-page autobiographical and exposifional 
book, “Narrow Gate ~ Pathway Strait”, which you can download free of charge by clicking here). 
 
To believe in that so-called ‘Law of Aftracfion’ in order to change the world or bring wealth to 
yourself (as exemplified in the book and film, ‘The Secret’, which is counterfeit spirituality for a 
godless mind) is a Fausfian kiss of death and a classic case of darkness posing as light. Dare I call it 
‘satanic’? Too right! Sure, you can easily aftract ‘abundance’ and loadsamoney to yourself; but it 
comes at a price and that price is your soul. This pracfice is so far from the genuine spiritual life as to 
be laughable and it is really mingling so-called ‘New Thought’ teaching with what is known as 
‘sympathefic magic’ — a form of sorcery. For as Christ clearly said: 

“Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and 
where thieves break in and steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where 
moth and rust do not destroy, and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your 
treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Gospel of Matthew, chapter 6, verses 19-21). 

For all those seeking to bolster their bank-balance with mind-power as a sign of their spiritual 
growth, that sacred text is one punch in the eye! Befter to aftract heavenly treasure. As we are clearly 
told by John, who was the closest disciple to Christ in His earthly lifefime: 

“Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the 
Father is not in him. For all that is in the world—the desires of the flesh, the desires of the 
eyes, and the pride of life—is not from the Father but from the world” (First Letter of John, 
chapter 2, verses 15-16). 

New Age people have the audacity to misuse some words of Christ to support their teachings about 
‘manifesfing money’ or ‘gaining abundance’. Those words are: “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, 
and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; he who 
seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be opened.” (Gospel of Luke, chapter 11, verses 9-
10). Talk about playing fast and loose with Christ’s teachings! Those words are not referring to 
“manifesfing money” or “gaining abundance” in one’s life. They refer to the prayerful requests for 
spiritual blessings, as the context clearly shows and especially when Christ concludes that teaching by 
saying: “…how much more will your Father in heaven give the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him!” 
(Gospel of Luke, chapter 11, verse 13). It is the presence of the Holy Spirit that we should be 
concentrafing on — not aftracfing an abundance of material wealth! 
 

The reality is that the teachings of Christ are completely at odds 
with the modern New Age idea of the accrual of ‘abundance’ as 
being a sure sign of spirituality. The so-called “Law of Aftracfion” 
is actually a satanic inversion designed to ensnare would-be 
spiritual pilgrims with the falsehood that spiritual blessing is 
proven by material acquisifion. For Satan has no problem 
fulfilling those materialisfic desires. When people begin to be 
ensnared by the idea that ‘money is only energy’ (as the New Age 
people say), it soon becomes their god. It is not money in itself 
which is the problem (for money is just a means to an end in the 
satanic system rooted in this corrupted world); it is “the love of 
money” which is a major root of all evils in this world (First Lefter 
to Timothy, chapter 6, verse 10). 

https://narrowgate-pathwaystrait.com/
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As I recall, all the first disciples of Christ lived very simply, often supported by sponsorship provided 
by those sympathefic to the cause (see Gospel of Luke, chapter 8, verse 3). They were confinually 
persecuted and all but one of them were executed by the government. The genuine spiritual pathway 
involves falling out of love with the physical world (and all that it has to offer) and falling in love 
with the Spirit. This is the real story of the developing soul who come to Christ. When Christ teaches 
about the way that wealth is misused and concludes his teaching by saying, “You cannot serve both 
God and worldly wealth [mammon]” (Gospel of Luke, chapter 16, verse 13), it is wriften: 

“The Pharisees, who were lovers of money, heard all of this and were scoffing at Jesus. 
So He said to them, “You are the ones who justify yourselves before men, but God knows 
your hearts. For what is exalted among men is an abomination before God’” (Gospel of 
Luke, chapter 16, verses 14-15). 

That last sentence is the crux of the mafter and highlights the difference between the spiritual and 
non-spiritual human: “What is exalted among men is an abominafion before God”. This is precisely 
why the disciples of Christ are the true counterculture, at variance with the world-system and its 
corrupt ways. With a great deal of relevance, Paul says: “By craving money, some have wandered 
away from the faith and pierced themselves with many sorrows” (First Lefter to Timothy, chapter 6, 
verse 10). If one has a love of money and material gain — no mafter how cleverly it is disguised behind 
New Age blather about ‘energies’ or any other pseudo-jusfificafions (e.g. “It’s dog-eat-dog in this 
world”) — then going through the narrow gate onto the pathway strait, and all the painful ‘strippings-
down’ which that involves, will seem abhorrent. The person who lives for material consumpfion and 
the accumulafion of wealth will vehemently rebel against that idea. But Christ will seriously ‘finger us’ 
in whichever areas there are in our hearts where we cling onto the accumulafion of material wealth 
and what are euphemisfically known colloquially as ‘goods’. This is why, when Christ told the eager 
man who claimed that he had kept all God’s laws since being a youth that in order to inherit eternal 
life he had to sell everything and give the proceeds to the poor and then follow Him, it is said, “But at 
this statement, the man looked sad and went away sorrowful, for he was very rich” (Gospel of Mark, 
chapter 10, verses 17-22). It is not wealth itself or material goods which are the real problem but the 
desire to cling onto them and use them as an outgrowth of oneself which is the real stumbling block 
in this life. New Age greed plays right into that, while masquerading hypocrifically as being super-
spiritual. 
 
We can see this principle in acfion in the life of Job. He was already a very devout man, yet God 
permifted Satan to afflict him terribly with both severe material and family losses and a disfiguring 
disease, because Satan reckoned that Job would curse God if he were in great difficulfies (Book of Job, 
chapter 1, verse 6, through to chapter 2, verse 10). However, he did not. And when Job acknowledged 
the sovereignty of God to do as He pleases, plus he repented for any possible residual sin within, and 
confessed that he now knew God for real (Book of Job, chapter 42, verses 1-6), all that he lost was 
then restored and “the Lord blessed the second part of Job’s life more than the first” (Book of Job, 
chapter 42, verses 10-12). The principle here is that the true disciple is willing to lose everything for 
God, and counts all material assets as either superfluous to needs or merely as some “icing on the 
cake”. S/he can take it or leave it, according to God’s will. As Christ said: “Whoever seeks to save his 
life will lose it; but whoever loses his life because of Me will find it” (Gospel of Mafthew, chapter 16, 
verse 25). 
 
This does not at all mean that every disciple of Christ needs to ‘take a vow of poverty’, for that too 
would be as dethroning of God as vowing to get rich. It is for God to decide what our circumstances 
will best be in order for us to fulfil the mission He has set for us. Maybe He will use a bunch of moolah 
to enable you to get to places to which it would be impossible to get without it. Maybe He will have 
you be as poor as a church mouse, so that you can be a different kind of witness to a different kind of 
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people. Though I have to say that a disciple will ordinarily never starve to death and will generally 
have his or her needs met — somefimes in extraordinary ways — if s/he lives according to the will of 
God. If we pray to Him to hone us into the people He wants us to be, doing the things He wants us to 
do and having whatever He wants us to have, then we will enjoy whatever He provides for us, whether 
befter-off or not, in whatever locafion it is to which He sends us… and all without a single trace of 
covetousness, bifterness, arrogance or resentment. 
 
All the above principles apply equally to your “Law of Aftracfion” idea that we should avoid thinking 
of the world as “going South” because that will make it do so. This is just a way of avoiding the reality 
that it really IS doing so. You do not “create your own reality”, but so long as you resist the truth 
about God in Christ, you will be the architect of your own downfall. I see you folks confinually 
claiming that there is a “Great Awakening” coming or some massive so-called “shift” in human 
consciousness on the horizon. Will you persist in following Alice Bailey’s satanic drivel rather than 
the wisdom and prophecy of the sacred wrifings of the Bible? Any fool can see that the world is 
collapsing into depravity, degenerafion and an atheisfic dictatorial governmental megalomania, while 
dredging up as many inversions of Divine law as can be mustered. However, there is a special process 
in place for the eradicafion of evil from this cosmos. It is rooted in being bonded with Christ, which I 
urge you to do as soon as possible. 
 
Quesfion #4: “You say that the world is ‘going South’ but my digging around hasn’t uncovered any 
data to support that theory. As far as I can tell, most of the important metrics are befter than they 
have ever been. The informafion I have suggests we are the most fortunate humans ever to have 
lived when it comes to lifespan, health, quality of life, nutrifion, educafion, etc”. 
 
Really, one doesn’t have to dig around much to see how this world really is ‘going South’. The elements 
you menfion, such as “lifespan, health, quality of life, nutrifion, educafion, etc”, are merely superficial 
things compared to what is happening below the surface of this world. In any case, educafion mostly 
involves condifioning young people to adjust to a sick society. And what is the point of bigging-up 
‘health services’ if the third largest cause of death in the world, after heart aftacks and cancer, is 
medical error (hftps://www.bmj.com/content/353/bmj.i2139 ) — not to menfion the fact that health 
services globally conspired to gaslight the world (using spooks and behaviourists, lies and censorship) 
with the Covid debacle, deliberately killing many millions not only with Covid itself but with the evil 
vaccine they created allegedly to counteract it! Nutrifion is also not an element I would cite to show 
how this world is not ‘going South’. Fast food (and obesity) prevails while food is manufactured with 
many dubious ingredients by mulfinafional corporafions who wouldn’t know the meaning of the word 
“natural”. Even so-called health-foods are so exorbitantly priced so that only the rich can afford to live 
exclusively on them! Regarding the lauding of ‘lifespan’ as making humans “fortunate”, what is the 
point of living longer in a world which is based on decepfion and fakery. These are the elements I have 
in the forefront of my mind when I speak about everything as ‘going South’. Here is a liftle extract 
from my book on the Book of Revelafion to expand on the idea that almost everything in the world of 
humans on this earth is a lie: 

 
“Decepfion is the leading characterisfic of this present dying aeon, which is why the vast majority of 
people both corroborate with, and prop up, the iniquitous satanic world-system without so much as 
a whimper of resistance (unless it affects their bank balance or personal ‘sensifivifies’). They do this 
through the work they do, their obedience to unjust demands and unnecessary laws, their failure to 
expose corrupfion (or, in many cases, failure even to see it), their acquiescence to a worthless polifical 
system (such as joining polifical parfies, which are just a theatrical joke, parficipafing in the vofing 
scam, etc.), their acceptance of everything they read or see in the media, their degenerate diets and 
lifestyles, their shameless obesity and narcissism, their sexual decadence, their sycophanfic aftitude 
to false authority, and their ufter hatred of truth. 

https://www.bmj.com/content/353/bmj.i2139
https://diakrisis-project.com/2022/06/10/the-essential-apocalypse-making-sense-of-the-book-of-revelation-is-ready-for-download/
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Sure, there are gob-smacking sunsets, gorgeous mountains, a magnificent Milky Way in the night sky, 
paradisaic islands, cute puppies and kiftens, stunning underground caves and beafific scenes 
everywhere one looks in this world. But that is the realm of nature. When you turn to examine what 
humans, under the forces of darkness, have created on this earth, the adjecfives change radically. One 
of the driving forces behind most human endeavour has been and is decepfion. Consequently, 
almost everything in the world of humanity is fake and/or a lie, yet most choose not to see it and 
simply go along with it or would say that this is “negafivity”. Remember that the forces of darkness 
never play their whole hand by showing you all their cards. For if you were to see those forces in all 
their grossness, you would recoil instantly in horror. If the forces of darkness were to reveal 
themselves in all the fullness of their malice, the vast majority of people would either die of a heart 
aftack or run like a cheetah on steroids! This is why those forces pose as ‘angels of light’, and false 
light today is far more decepfive than actual darkness. 
 
So, I say it again: Almost everything in the world today is fake and/or a lie. Religious authoritarianism 
poses as spirituality. New Age greed poses as spirituality. Psychological ‘bypassing’ poses as 
spirituality. Controlling, despofic government poses as benign leadership. Social engineering, 
personality manipulafion and behavioural condifioning pose as educafion. Narcissist polificians pose 
as visionaries for a befter world. Corrupt mulfi-millionaire heads of polifical parfies promise you social 
jusfice and ‘equality’. Enslavement poses as ‘job opportunifies’. Poisons and toxins pose as edible 
foodstuffs on all supermarket shelves. Indoctrinafion and disinformafion pose as ‘the news’. 
Government, military-industrial and power-elite propaganda pose as journalism. Obscenity, 
mesmerism, and sheer banality pose as harmless entertainment. Social control poses as security. 
Exploitafional colonialism, genocide, plunder and various forms of skulduggery are dressed up as 
respectable history. Illegal invasions and the destabilizafion of sovereign states pose as “humanitarian 
regime change”. A list of whacko kings and queens inadequately poses as the fullness of ‘history’. 
Intel-gathering, data-mining and narcissism pose as ‘social media’. Infatuafion, romance, lust, and 
pheromonal overflows pose as love. Drug-pushing poses as “The Happy Hour”. Whistleblowers are 
falsely projected to the public as ‘dangerous criminals’, while genuine dangerous criminals pose as 
philanthropists. Oligarchy poses as democracy. Pasfiche and cacophony pose as music. Greedy 
businesspeople pose as promoters of art. Dangerous pharmaceuficals pose as cures. Genuine cures 
are projected to the public as quackery. Cures for potenfially fatal illnesses are projected to the public 
as being merely “horse de-wormers”. Lunafic asylums pose as parliaments and congresses. The push 
to undermine the sacred masculine and feminine poses as “gender-diversity” and non-binary 
nonsense. Misandry poses as women’s liberafion. Plunder and genocide pose as ‘democrafizafion’. 
Assassinafion death-squads pose as government “intelligence agencies”. The list could go on and on 
but I’d probably be arrested and this isn’t the right hill to die on! We live in a world where almost 
everything is fake and/or a lie, because it is a world run currently by the forces of darkness, in which 
hypocrisy, counterfeit and desolafion are the pinnacles of their achievements; and they are gefting 
desperate because they know they only have a short fime. 
 
All of this phony madness is building up to one thing only: the creafion of a one-world government; 
and that one-world government will be installed for one reason only: The revealing of the Anfichrist. 
As the ulfimate representafive of lying, deceiving humanity, the Anfichrist will be the ulfimate in the 
lie, the ulfimate in decepfion; and that lie will be believed by most of the world (Second Lefter to the 
Thessalonians, chapter 2, verse 11), because the world has been raised on lies, as you can see from 
the long list above”. 

So, regardless of the fact that “lifespan, health, quality of life, nutrifion, educafion, etc.” may appear 
to show that a few surface elements are improving, the reality is that when the veneer of civilisafion 
is stripped away, those elements are very superficial and do not indicate the undercurrent of darkness 
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which energizes this world and its development. Health is centred on profit-driven pharmaceufics and 
approaches to medicine which deny the whole human and concentrate on the alleviafion of 
symptoms rather than seeking the underlying reasons for the dis-ease. Polifics is a theatrical farce, 
gaslighfing the public to imagine that vofing is effecfive. The media is merely a form of censorship and 
narrafive-creafion for the power elite. The fact that the whole world is run by a dark power-elite with 
a stranglehold on nafions (while the pretence of democracy is propagated at nafional level) is in itself 
a major indicator of the world’s ‘going South’. Moreover, it is well-known that paedophilia operates 
massively in the upper echelons of society (see this “60 Minutes” documentary about it, “Spies, Lords 
& Predators”), ever more entrenched as fime goes by. More evidence of things ‘going South’. The 
poverty rate in the UK is 22% of the populafion as a whole, while 31% of children there are living in 
poverty (source: hftps://www.jrf.org.uk/data/overall-uk-poverty-rates ). For a so-called “civilized 
country”, these are astonishing stafisfics, worsened by the manufactured Covid debacle. It is all “going 
South”, despite any superficially discernible advances in “lifespan, health, quality of life, nutrifion, 
educafion, etc.”. I am sorry to say that the enfire premise of your quesfion is based on very 
superficial aspects of life and ignores enfirely the debacle of depravity, decepfion and corrupfion 
which empower the heart of this wayward civilizafion. 
 

So, despite any superficial apparent progress in aspects 
of “lifespan, health, quality of life, nutrifion, educafion, 
etc., I do not see any real improvement in the overall 
experience of life in this world. Prophecy clearly shows 
that “Evil men and imposters go from bad to worse, 
deceiving and being deceived”, and we can see this 
being borne out across the world. Sodomy is now 
considered not only to be normal but something kind 
of “special”. People are applauded for “coming out” as 
sodomites, as if it is something to take ‘pride’ in and 
millions go marching around about it. People who want 
to fool themselves into thinking they can change their 
gender are encouraged to do so and are even helped 
by official government health systems — even if they 
are young children. It is now considered normal for so-

called ‘drag queens’ (aka transvesfites) to read propaganda to children in schools and libraries. In 
other words, mental illness involving sexual depravity and delusion is now being normalized and even 
praised. Is all this a sign of societal improvement? The quesfioner states that “we are the most 
fortunate humans ever to have lived when it comes to… quality of life”. The increasing depravity in the 
world would suggest otherwise. Just because someone can live longer through taking a cocktail of 
drugs (and other drugs to counteract the effects of those drugs) does not mean their quality of life 
has improved. I know very many people who can hardly wait to transifion through death so as to 
escape the deepening depravity, decepfion and degenerafion in this world, which is the unspoken 
truth underlying this ‘civilizafion’ — the elephant in the room. 
 
Therefore, I cannot possibly acquiesce to the idea that a few superficial, carefully-mined data metrics 
mean that “we are the most fortunate humans ever to have lived”. This world is a madhouse of 
increasing evil, most of which has nowhere near yet been fully exposed, which it will be. Just watch 
this space in the next months and years and see where it is all leading. 
 
Quesfion #5: “How dare you moralize about what you call “depravity”! You smug people are just a 
bunch of phobes hiding behind a load of spiritual bunkum. I’m going to report you to the 
appropriate authorifies. Let’s see how smug you’ll feel once you’re on the other side of some bars”. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_odFTK2NFCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_odFTK2NFCk
https://www.jrf.org.uk/data/overall-uk-poverty-rates
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In all honesty, I wouldn’t mind going behind bars because of 
proclaiming the truth. Bring it on! Prison is a great place in which 
to proclaim the truth about Christ. By the fime I am done with you 
here, you will no doubt be buzzing on your phone to have me 
locked up. But anyone who cannot see the descent into depravity 
which this world is taking has been blinded morally and is part of 
the problem. To engage in sodomy is to be depraved. The public 
romanficising of it is even more depraved. It is an obvious satanic 
aftack on the sacred masculine and feminine — for men are being 
undermined as they are the real pioneers, defenders and 
protectors of family and society, and women’s femininity makes 
them alluring to real men who then cherish them and procreate 
with them. The overall purpose of the demonic realm in all this is 
to deceive emofionally disturbed people into seeing themselves 
as some kind of social pioneers and avant garde, all supported by 
a ‘woke’ agenda. This is a classic manner in which the forces of 
darkness operate. They make evil pose as good, darkness as light, 

so woe to them all (Book of Isaiah, chapter 5, verse 20)! This is a salutary warning about why we 
need to cleanse ourselves of underlying emofional disturbances because they provide a foothold 
for those forces of darkness to gain entrance into human lives and subsequently create havoc. 
 
Satanic strategy uses ‘drip technique’, in that it does not introduce something dark in the fullness of 
its darkness all at once. It opens the door for it liftle by liftle in order to gain acceptance. Thus, 
accepfing homosexuality as a posifive influence in society then becomes acceptance of transvesfifism, 
which then becomes acceptance of mass transgenderism, which is gradually leading to the 
acceptance of paedophilia as a valid form of sexuality. If you do not believe that, I suggest you do an 
online search on “acceptance of paedophilia”. You will find many revealing arficles, including this, and 
even a call for more research on the mafter from official bodies like this. The end product is the claim 
that they were all “born that way”. But my own experience of the homosexuals, transvesfites and 
paedophiles who I have encountered, both personally and professionally, has shown me that these 
bents are caused by psychological disturbances which are exploited by the forces of darkness, 
combined with deep-seated spiritual rebellion or apostasy. Every empire or society which has gone 
down that debauched road has spiralled into huge decline and eventual oblivion. 
 

Similarly, any society which accepts and encourages same-
sex marriage as being a progressive and liberalising 
influence on society has stepped into the dirty puddle of 
depravity. It is yet a further aftempted undermining of the 
sacred masculine and feminine. The reality is that all these 
depraved trends and fashions are insfitufionalised ways of 
people avoiding having to face up to the truth of their 
mental illness and its associated moral failure and spiritual 
wilderness. If you can surround yourself with likeminded 
people who suffer from the same emofional disturbance 
and moral failure, start a global movement with them, make 
a big thing out of ‘coming out’ to reveal your ‘amazing’ 
sexuality to the world, give it a cute symbol such as a 
rainbow and a smart mnemonic with a few choice lefters 
(LBGBT bla-bla), give it an old-fashioned lovely descripfive 
word such as ‘gay’, say that it is something to take ‘pride’ in, 
make it seem even more desirable than being ‘straight’, then 

https://www.thestar.com/news/insight/2013/12/22/is_pedophilia_a_sexual_orientation.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8600182/
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you have not only made the PR coup of the century but you have also insfitufionalised perversion 
and normalised depravity. 
 
You call me a “phobe”. Being phobic means having a deep seated fear. But I have no such fear of any 
of these depraved influences, whether they involve sexual perversions or religious madness. As a 
mafter of fact, I have a great deal of sympathy for the people caught up in these satanic traps. When 
I was much younger, I shared an apartment for a couple of years with a homosexual man with whom 
I worked in childcare in social work. On a number of occasions I had to rescue him at 3am when he 
had been ‘dumped’ in a ‘gay’ club by some guy with whom he had anal sex while ‘coftaging’ in public 
toilets. (Coftaging is sfill pracfised today and lauded by the LGBTQ brigade, click here; and of course 
Cosmo thinks it’s great, click here). He was a sensifive, caring man who had been emofionally abused 
by his father and Satan had plainly stepped in to gain a foothold in his merry-go-round life of unfulfilled 
misery. None of this induces fear in me. Just a hearffelt compassion and desire to reach into these 
inwardly tortured souls and offer them the only transformafive solufion to their impasse. 
 
I have no desire to moralise to anyone or to dictate what someone has to believe or what they should 
do consensually in their own beds. That is between them and their Maker. I am simply a long-fime 
observer of world developments and movements and I will gladly offer spiritual succour and the 
ministrafions of comfort to anyone, no mafter how depraved or evil they may be and at any cost to 
myself. If that makes people like you want to dictate to me what I should believe and how I should 
think, or censor what I write, or report me to some fake authority so that they will punish me, then 
that is on you. Frankly, it would seem that there is far more fear in you than there is in me. You should 
honestly ask yourself why. Please contact me any fime if you want to discuss all this further. I never 
argue; but I am always willing to discuss in a fruifful environment. 
 
Blessings to you and all other quesfioners and all readers too! 
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